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ABSTRACT—A circularly polarized (CP) dielectric resonator an- tenna (DRA) loadedwithamodified 

circularpatchis proposed for dual-band applications. The antenna is centrally fed by a probe, giving 

omnidirectional patterns with different senses of circular polarization in two bands. It is observed that the lower 

and upper bands are controlled by the patch and dielectric resonator (DR), respectively, making design of the 

dual-band antenna very easy. Fordemonstration,aprototypehasbeendesigned,fabricated,and measured. The 

antenna features 10-dB impedance bandwidths of 2.64%and18.03%and3-dBaxial-ratio(AR)bandwidthsof3.16% 

and 5.06% in lower and upper frequency bands,respectively. 

Index Terms—Circularly polarized antenna, cylindrical dielec- tric resonator antenna, dual-band antenna, 

omnidirectional an- tenna, patch antenna. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
CIRCULARLYpolarized(CP)antennasare

desirableincertainapplicationsduetotheirimprovedi

mmunitytomultipath distortion and polarization 

mismatchlosses.Today,the rapid development of 

wirelesscommunicationssystemshas increased the 

demand for compact dual-bandormulti-band 

antennas. Therefore, various dual-band 

CPantennashavebeen studied extensively in recent 

years [1]–[6].Forexample,single-layerorstacked-

patchdualbandCPantennashavebeendemonstratedin

[1]and[2].Aringslotandacrossslotwereutilizedtodesi

gnadualbandCPslotantenna[3].AdualbandCPzonalsl

ot/dielectricresonator(DR)hybridantennawasobtain
edby placing a rectangular dielectric 

resonatorantenna(DRA)ontopofanLprobefedslotted

cavity[4].However,alltheaboveantennas have 

unidirectionalCPradiationpatterns.Recently,adual-

band omnidirectional CP antenna was 

firstdevelopedbyusingacircularmushroomstructure[

7].Thedesignutilizesthezeroth- and thefirst-order 

resonancemodesofepsilonnegativetransmissionlines

,exhibitinggoodomnidirectionalpatternand 
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However, the impedanceband-

widthsareverynarrow,  

only.Anotherbacktobackmicrostrippatchantennah
asbeenshowntoprovideomnidirectionalCPwaveo

vertwofrequencybands[8].Slotswithlumped 

capacitor loaded were introduced into the patches, 

enabling the use of  and  modes, 

which are responsible for the two bands operation. 

The impedance bandwidths of both bands are 

relatively wider, given by        . However, due 

to the asymmetry of the structure, the 

omnidirectionality  is unsatisfying, and an AR 

fluctuation of 4.1 dB is obtained in the -plane. 

Moreover, since two modes of a single radiating 

element were used, the frequencies of two bands 
cannot be controlled independently for both 

designs in [7] and[8]. 

A single-band probe-fed omnidirectional 

CP DRA that has  a modified Alford loop loaded 

on its top was investigated in [9]. The DRA is 

excited in its  mode, radiating like a 

vertically polarized electric monopole. The 

modified Alford 

loopthatcomprisesacentralcircularpatchandcurvedbr

anches provides an equivalent horizontally 

polarized magnetic dipole mode. Omnidirectional 

CP fields are 
obtainedwhenthetwoorthogonallypolarizedfieldsare

equalinamplitudewithphasequadrature.Sincethepatc

hwithproperdimensionscanalsoact well as a good 

radiating element, it has been frequently used 

together with DRA to design wideband or dual-

band broadside 

linearlypolarized(LP)antennas[10].Inthisletter,adual

-band hybrid DRA/patch omnidirectional CP 

antenna is proposed for the first time. It has been 
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found that the patch and the DRA are responsible 
for the lower and upper bands, respectively. The 

two bands radiate CP fields with different senses. 

To demon- strate the idea, a dual-band (1.9/2.4-

GHz) omnidirectional cylindrical DRA was 

designed. Its reflection coefficient, AR, radiation 

pattern, and antenna gain were simulated by 

ANSYS HFSS and verified bymeasurements. 

 

I. ANTENNACONFIGURATION 

Fig. 1 shows configuration of the 

proposed dual-band dual- sense omnidirectional CP 
antenna. The cylindrical DRA has a radius of    , a 

height of    , and a relative permittivityof . It is 

centrally fed by a coaxial 

probeoflengthandradius.Amodifiedcircularpatchisl

oadedontopoftheDRA.Thecentralpatchhasaradiusof

Therearefouridenticalcurvedbranches extended 

from the circular patch. The width, radial length, 

and arclengthofeachbrancharegivenby  , ,and

,respectively. The patch not only functions as a 

polarizer that converts the omnidirectional LP 

fields of DRA mode into CP fields, but it also 

provides another resonance mode 
torealizeadualbandoperation.WithreferencetoFig.1,t

hesearcshapedbranchesareorientedinacounterclock

wisedirectiontogenerateright- hand circularly 

polarized (RHCP) fields for lower (patch) band and 

left-hand CP (LHCP) fields for upper (DRA) band. 

Fields with reversed polarizations will be obtained 

when the branches are oriented in a clockwise 

direction. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.Configuration of the dual-band dual-sense 

omnidirectional CP DRA/ patch hybrid antenna. (a) 

Front view. (b) Top view. 
 

 

II. PARAMETRIC STUDY AND 

DISCUSSION 

To characterize the proposed dual-

bandomnidirectionalCP antenna, a parametric study 

of various design parameters was carried out using 

HFSS. The effect of DRA dimensions on the 

antenna performance is studied first. Fig. 2 shows 

the 

simulatedreflectioncoefficients[Fig.2(a)]andARs[Fi
g.2(b)] as a function of frequency for different 

DRA radii. It can be seen from the figure that when 

varies from 28 to 32 mm, the impedance and AR 

change only slightly in the lower band, but they 

change significantly in the upper band. The results 

show that the upper band is mainly caused  by  the 

DRA, whereas the lower band is mainly caused by 

the patch. With reference to the figure, both upper 

impedance and AR passbands shift downward as  

increases, which is reasonable since a larger  DR 

always has a lower resonance frequency. The 

effects of using different height are similar as that 
for ; the results are thus not shown here forbrevity. 

Fig. 3 shows the simulated reflection 

coefficients[Fig. 3(a)]and  ARs [Fig. 3(b)] for  

differentpatchradii.Asexpected,bothimpedanceand

ARaremoresensitivetothevariationofin the lower 

frequency 

rangethanfortheupperfrequencyrange.Also,itwasfo

undthatlargerpatchhasalowerresonancefrequency.T

heeffectsofradialandarclengthsoftheextendedbranch
esontheantennaperformancearequitesimilartothat 
coefficient. (b) AR. of the patch radii, again 

verifying that the lower mode is pri- marily 

associated with the patch. The effects of width of 

the branches have also been studied. It was found 

that affects  

bothlowerandupperbandssignificantly,andathinbran

chwith small mm mm is preferable for the 

genera- tion of CP fields. These results are, 

however, not shown here forbrevity. 

Finally, the effects of the probe length on the 
reflection co- efficient and AR are investigated in 

Fig. 4. With reference to Fig. 4(a), asincreases from 

10.1 to 14.1 mm, the input imped- 

ancesofbothbandschangesignificantly,butthecorresp

ondingresonancefrequenciesremainthesame,showin

gthatthemodes 

arenotprovidedbytheprobe.Also,itwasfoundthatthe

ARis insensitive to the probe length. Therefore, the 

matching can be done by adjusting after the AR 

isoptimized. 
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Fig.2.SimulatedreflectioncoefficientandARofthedualbanddualsenseomnidirectionalCPDRA/patchhybridantenna

asafunctionoffrequencyfordifferent DRAradiiof, 30, and 32 mm. Other parametersarechosenas mm, ,

   mm,  mm, mm,mm,  mm,  mm,and  mm. 

(a)Reflection 

 

III. SIMULATED AND MEASURED RESULTS 
To verify the design, a CP DRA/Patchhybridantennacovering the 1.9/2.4-GHz bands was 

fabricatedandtested.Theparametersoftheprototypearegivenby mm, mm,,mm,mm, 

 
Fig. 3.Simulated reflection coefficient and AR of the dual-band dual-sense omnidirectional CP DRA/patch 

hybrid antenna as a function of frequency for different patchradiiof

 ,13,and14mm.Otherparametersarethesame as inFig. 2. (a) Reflection coefficient. (b)AR. 
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mm,mm, mm, mm, and mm. In this 
letter, the reflection coefficient was measured using 

an HP8510C network analyzer, whereas other 

measuredresultswereobtainedusingaSatimoStartlab

System. 

Fig.5showsthesimulatedandmeasuredreflectioncoef

ficients of the prototype. Two passbandscan  be  

observed  at  1.93 

and2.5GHz,correspondingtothepatch

andDRA modes, respectively. With 

reference to the figure, the measured  10-

dBimpedancebandwidths   dB of 
the lower and upper bands are 2.64%  (1.87–1.92  

GHz)  and 18.03% (2.22–2.66 GHz), agreeing 

reasonably well with the simulated values of 2.60% 

(1.90–1.95 GHz) and 18.18% (2.30–
2.76GHz).Therelativelylargerdiscrepancyintheuppe

r band is caused by the measurement error of DR 

permittivity. The bandwidth of patch mode is much 

narrower than that of the DRA mode, which is to 

beexpected. 

Fig. 6 shows the simulated and measured ARs of 

the DRA/ patch hybridantennaat ,  . Again, 

reasonable agreement between the simulated and 

measured results is ob- tained, with the discrepancy 

caused by experiment tolerances and imperfections. 

The measured 3-dB AR bandwidths of the lower 
and upper bands are 3.16% (1.87–1.93 GHz) and 

5.06%(2.312.43GHz),respectively.TheARwasalsosi

mulatedat 

 

 
Fig. 4.Simulated reflection coefficient and AR of the dual-band dual-sense omnidirectional CP DRA/patch 

hybrid antenna as a function of frequency for different probelengthsof , 12.1, and 14.1 mm. Other parameters 

are the same as in Fig. 2. (a) Reflection coefficient. (b)AR. 
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Fig. 5. Simulated and measured reflection coefficients ofthedual-banddual-sense  omnidirectional  CP  

DRA/patchhybridantenna: mm,mm, mm, mm, mm, mm, 

mm, mm, mm,and mm. 

other valuesof with, and a small AR variation of dB is obtained, showing that it is a goodomnidirectional 

antenna. 

 

 

 
Fig. 6. Simulated and measured ARs of the dual-band dual-sense omnidirec- tional CP DRA/patch 

hybridantenna at and . The parameters are the same as in Fig.5. 

 
Fig. 7. Simulated and measured radiation patterns of the dual-band dual-sense 

omnidirectionalCPDRA/patchhybridantenna.Theparametersarethesameas in Fig.5. 
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Fig. 7 shows the simulated and measured radiation 
patterns intheelevation andazimuth

 planesat 

minimumARfrequenciesofthetwobands.Withrefere

ncetothefigure,thelowerandupperbandsradiateRHC

PandLHCP waves, respectively. Both elevation 

patterns have a null in the boresightdirection

,whereastheazimuthalpatternsare 

omnidirectional. In each elevation plane, the 

copolarized fields at are dB stronger than the 

corresponding cross- polarized counterpart. The 

former arealso dB stronger than the latter for 
whole azimuth planes. The antenna gain has also 

been studied, with the average valuesgivenby

 and 

1dBicatthetwobands.Theresultsarealmostthesameas

that for the design in[9]. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
A dual-band omnidirectional CP DRA 

loaded with a patch on its top is  investigated  in  
this  letter.  The  patch  is  used to convert the LP 

wave radiated by the DRA  into  a  CP  wave, also 

it provides another resonance mode to implement a 

dual-band operation. It is found that the two bands 

can almost be independently controlled by the 

dimensions of DR and patch, respectively, which is 

highly desirable. The overlapping 10-dB 

impedance and 3-dB AR bandwidths are 2.64% for 

the lower (RHCP) band and 5.06% for the upper 

(LHCP) band, respectively. 
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